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About This Game

Pingball Ultra is an online multiplayer action game based on popular timeless classic: Pong.
Defeat your opponent by force or use strategic debuffs to flip their controls, make them smaller or blind them.

Game is very simple, no learning curve.
Play versus random players or challenge your friends.
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Overall i like the Design and when i started up the Game at first it looked so cool :D but then i had to realize how bad it realy is.
So the mouse isnt anchored to the character correctly so the character wont look where the mouse points from his perspektive
and i honstely couldnt find out where the anchorpoint actually is, as well as the W-A-S-D respond very delayed and if you move
the mouse outside the play area you cant control your character at all. I didn't expect a Blockbuster Game paying only one Euro
and i think if these three things get fixed it'll definetly be worth buying but for now i can't recommend it even for one Euro.. I
am a big aficionado of this locomotive.. collecting them in physical Ho an N scales, also all sorts of publications and what not
about them. Only natural i get this in virtual form as well.

Pros
- Interior looks ok. Not fantastic but ok for something that came out in 2018, even with TS engine limitations its just ok looking.
- its a 1014

Cons
- operation is a combination of clickable buttons and keyboard shortcuts
- sounds are either too loud or too silent. alerter? whats that? cant hear it.. zing e brake for you!
- has decent amount of bugs. it loves to just not go. as if the throttle is not always communicating
- wheel slip. dear holy trinity! on snowy weather this thing cant pull itself. it will literally lose traction and go from 80 to 0 in no
gradient places and just get stuck there. it will not restart. you cannot move it when it stalls. not backward, not forward.
remember the throttle thing? yeah... it just goes south and you have to reset the scenario.
- sander seems to have no impact whatsoever
- the dynamic throttle\/brake lever that OBB is so famous for using on all tractive power is completely screwed up too. so is loco
brake and even train brake. basically lots wrong with all control systems on this one.
- nothing moves in the cab. no windows, no shades, no mirrors (you dont model the pop out mirrors on these? really? wow)...
- the radio screens are black squares (left side of the panel) that are superimposed atop other textures.... jesus

buggy as sin. only buy if you really just want the 1014 in the game. and if you really really really want it. otherwise RUN
AWAY FROM THIS GARBAGE. This is 3rd revision of review. Despite the record, I should've played around 50 hours or so.

Reason for not recommending: not worth $15. I only kept it because I missed refund.

The game is ok, it has decent amount of character with some variety. Unfortunately, you won't be finding any originality here,
all of the moveset came from somewhere else like KOF and Street Fighter. It has some defensive move, some offensive move.
Parrying is the selling point. Since the game focuses on simplicity, you won't be spending too much time learning how to use
each characters.

Here are problems: online, menu UIs, little controller support.
There are very limited online players out there. If you are lucky you can find 10 people. If you are bad at the fighting game,
enjoy getting beat'en up for a while. I spent about 1 hour getting defeated for over 20 times by same person. I also wanted to
point out that hosting a match is a nightmare. I tried with my friend and it did not work.
The promissed GGPO netcode is not included. You must port forward your router, but then again, not all of the router will allow
you to do it fully, so in worst case scenario you will be stuck playing on random match only.

The menu UI is not very good. Online is difficult to see, confusing, it's not polished at all. Seeing "2 arcade modes" doesn't
make any sense. There are some options in training mode, but hard to navigate.
Unlike many other fighting on steam, this game has very small support for controllers. Keybinding is pain in a butt, you have to
go through your system file and open document in notepad, reading them in JAPANESE.

If you still need explanation for not recommending this game, just think for a moment- you have 2 options, between Yatagarasu
and Street Fighter. Both have similar style, but Street Fighter have far more characters, more online players, and most
importantly, more single player options. Even with its double price, the Street Fighter is what I would get, in fact, what I
SHOULD have gotten. It really doesn't matter if it's doujin or big company game, there should be no excuse for poor quality-
you are the one who's paying for it.
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If you bought majority of fighting games on Steam, then I guess this is your limited choice left. If you just started to look for
fighting games, I don't recommend this game. If you are limited to your budget, go get Skullgirls. While Skullgirls are harsh on
online, it is much more completed game than this.. Junk Jack is a really good game. For me, somebody who loves sandbox
games. I definitly would recomend this game.. On the closed beta there were problems, then they were fixed, but with the
release of the game these bugs reappeared every 5 minutes throws out of the game
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i have been a tropico player for more than a decade and this installment does not disappoint.. Um, Where the H E double
hockey sticks has this game been hiding for 4 years?

Cool game indeed. Looking forward to hours and hours of more game play!. In China,people can find this ost on the internet
easily and many people do that.They get it for free.However,have you ever think of the possibility of they never know about
steam or the other way to buy it?For me,I think the game is excellent.(I had played the Narcissu 1,2 and 3 from the internet long
before I bought this on steam.)So,when I first found it on steam,I decided to pay for it.I mean,it really worth the price and I'd
like to see the Narcissu 3 to be put on steam(especially in Chinese).At that time,I'd like to share it with my friends.. Basically a
tower defense game, very similar to Kingdom Rush. Actually it is a less addictive clone of KR. When you didn't play Kingdom
Rush - try it first. If you played it and liked it - i guess you will like 300 dwarves too.. I love this game, I really wish there were
more games in the Steam store like this that take a lot of lateral thought. They're in short supply though.. If twitch reflex,
action\/puzzle-platformers are your forte, you will love the light hearted humour, beautiful, hand drawn art style and annoyingly,
addictive gameplay of Three Dead Zed. For me however, this game had too many frustrating deaths and not enough puzzles that
really challenge the player's problem solving skills. I enjoyed my time with Three Dead Zed and was very satisfied after
completing the main story levels but am in no way committed enough to push through the challenge rooms that remain. Three
Dead Zed is a good indie title and has earned 6.5 out of 10 from me.

STORY
Three Dead Zed tells the story of Subject Zed, a scientifically engineered zombie that must escape the confines of the lab in
which it was created, by rescuing cats in tinfoil hats. The player is guided through each level by a mysterious telepathic entity,
that has lost touch with its cat infiltration team. As Subject Zed you must use your ability to change forms to traverse extremely
dangerous and increasingly difficult areas with the overall goal being, to remove the tinfoil hat of the cat trapped there. I
enjoyed the story on the whole, and had a good chuckle at the office warning posters and the very funny line delivery of the
science lab PA announcer.

GAMEPLAY
Controls in Three Dead Zed are extremely basic and easy to get the hang of, but are a real challenge to master under pressure.
The three different forms of Subject Zed have their own purpose in each level, and it's in this high paced, form swapping the
game really gets difficult. The classic form is able to attack with low damage, jump small distance, flick switches and climb
ladders. The sprinter form moves extremely quickly, can jump higher and further but is unable to attack or interact with in level
items. The final form, the brute, is able to soak up damage well and deal large damage but is unable to interact with in level
items or jump. Changing between the three forms is quick and easy, but with everything in the levels designed to kill you, it isn't
always straight forward picking the right zombie for the job.

The level design as a whole is good, with the game being based more around the challenge of high speed and accurate
platforming than it is around the solving of puzzles. There are enemies dotted throughout the levels to keep things interesting
and a few box stacking, and switch flicking challenges, but for the most part, the way you'll die is through movement mistakes
like miss-jumps. This game can be brutal in some sections where the player has to repeat a series of difficult jumps and climbs,
which can causing frustration very quickly. I got stuck in some sections and ended up repeating it 20 plus times before getting to
the next check point, and I am not too proud to admit that I took advantage of the rage quit option this game offers on several
occasions.

Even with the rage quit incidents, I still completed the main story line within a couple of hours, but for the price this is a decent
length and does not detract from the experience. After completing the main story the player is able to take on challenge rooms,
which are far more difficult than those found in the story mode. I am happy that the developer included the challenge room as
an option after the main story missions but due to this game being based more around the platforming than the puzzles I was not
motivated enough to push through these levels.

VISUALS & MUSIC
The art style and sound featured in Three Dead Zed are a real strength of the game. I never grew tired of the orange blood
splatters throughout the levels that showed my errors from previous attempts. The levels and characters have a beautiful hand
drawn look, and the transformation and movement animations are great fun to watch. The sound can get repetitive in some of
the more trying levels, but on the whole fits well with the rooms and changes pace accordingly in difficult locations.

For my full review and heaps of other delicious content see Glitch. The puzzles are awful and make almost no sense, I used a
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guide because I wanted to see the story but the story is also not good.

The main character tries to come out as smug and clever but she is just a really horrible and irritating person.
. An enjoyable piece of casual fun - but you still have to think your way through.

Don't know that I will play for too long, but the leaderboard is keeping me focused at the moment.. Me and a friend bought this
to play together and we both been trying for almost an hour to type our names in and click connect..... doesn't work with
keyboard, xbox 360 controller or rift controllers, is there something we are missing? Also launching with oculus VR doesn't
work only steam VR "works". First negative review I've ever left, hoping for help or requesting refund....
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